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Abstract—Recently, Denial of Service(DoS) attacks and Dis-
tributed DoS(DDoS) attacks which are stronger form of DoS attacks
from plural hosts have become security threats on the Internet. It is
important to identify the attack source and to block attack traffic as
one of the measures against these attacks. In general, it is difficult to
identify them because information about the attack source is falsified.
Therefore a method of identifying the attack source by tracing the
route of the attack traffic is necessary.

A traceback method which uses traffic patterns, using changes in
the number of packets over time as criteria for the attack traceback
has been proposed. The traceback method using the traffic patterns
can trace the attack by matching the shapes of input traffic patterns
and the shape of output traffic pattern observed at a network branch
point such as a router. The traffic pattern is a shapes of traffic and
unfalsifiable information. The proposed trace methods proposed till
date cannot obtain enough tracing accuracy, because they directly
use traffic patterns which are influenced by non-attack traffics. In
this paper, a new traffic pattern matching method using Independent
Component Analysis(ICA) is proposed.

Keywords—Distributed Denial of Service, Independent Component
Analysis, Traffic pattern

I. INTRODUCTION

During recent years, Denial of Service(DoS) attack in
which a large number of packets are sent to the target host
and Distributed DoS(DDoS) attacks which are DoS attacks
carried out from plural hosts so as to scale up the level of
the attack, have become social problem. Several enormous
damages have been caused by them on macro-scale business
sites and root nameservers[1]. This fact indicates that even
well-managed networks, in which administrators pay close
attention to network attacks for their security, are not fully
secure against DoS attacks yet. In order to defend the network
from DoS attack, techniques to identify the attackers have
become very important as a deterrent against DoS attacks[2].
But, it is difficult to detect attack hosts because the information
about the DoS attack hosts is generally falsified. This is called
IP Spoofing. Therefore, the method of finding out the attacker
by tracing back the path in which the attack traffic traversed,
is necessary.

A lot of traceback methods which are not influenced by
IP Spoofing have already been proposed. Traceback methods
[3], [4], [5], [6] require intermediate routers to write packet
routing information into the packet header, or, to generate
new packets called ”Traceback Message” to a victim. With
sufficient number of these packets from many routers, the

traffic source and path can be identified. However, it is pointed
out that the attacker can disturb traceback by sending falsified
routing information to the victims of these methods[5].

Traceback method [7] records all forwarded packets into
intermediate routers. When tracing DoS attacks, routers with
records of attack packets are traced back. But, it is pointed
out in [8], [9] that there is a possibility of large overhead
when routers are equipped with this function due to the large
processing load. Moreover, large capacity storage devices are
needed when the amount of traffic is large[6].

On the other hand, some IP traceback methods for DoS
attacks based on the similarity of shapes of the time-varying
number of packets (traffic pattern) have already been proposed
[10], [11]. These traceback methods based on the traffic
pattern, match input traffic patterns, which flow into a network
branch point such as router, and a output traffic pattern, which
is flowing out from the branch point, directly. Then the method
selects the link traversed by the DoS attack traffic according
to the shape similarity of the input and the output traffic
patterns. A feature of these method is the use of the changes
in packet number over time which cannot be falsified on the
attacker side. Moreover, it is considered that these methods
have advantage on processing the volume of information over
above-mentioned methods, because only counting the number
of packets is needed. But it is apparent through simulation that,
methods directly using the pattern shapes as the criterion for
tracing, can not accurately trace when many attacks confluence
and make the pattern shape complicated [11].

In this paper, the reasons behind the difficulty in accurate
tracing in the conventional methods that use traffic patterns for
analysis is discussed. Then a method to analyse traffic patterns
by Independent Component Analysis(ICA) is proposed, and it
is shown through simulation that this method can carry out
tracing with higher accuracy even when the input and output
patterns are complicated.

II. TRACING DOS ATTACKS BY TRAFFIC PATTERN

MATCHING

A. Outline

Traffic-pattern-based tracing methods target DoS attacks
in particular, which are difficult to defend because they are
carried out with normal protocols. The Flood types of DoS
are SYN Flood[12] which drives a target into overload ,UDP
Flood[13] and ICMP Flood[14] which exhaust network re-
source. Common characteristic of these flood type DoS is
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Fig. 1. I/O model of network branch point at DDoS attacks

the transmission of large amount of packets for a certain
period. In the tracing method using traffic pattern, agents
which always observe the number of packets and preserve
them, are located in each link connected with a branch point
like a router on a network as shown in Figure 1. When one
agent detect an abnormal increase in the number of packets,
the agent acquires traffic patterns from other agents. Acquired
pattern is treated as time-series data, and when the pattern is
composed of m time slot data, it is shown as m dimension
vector such as O = (O1,O2, · · · ,Om). And, when tracing
DoS attacks, acquired output pattern O and each input pattern
Ii(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) are compared, and relations of each Ii to
O are judged. The input links with which the output has high
relations are judged to be attack routes.

DoS detecting methods which use a simple threshold for the
number of packets, and a detecting method using the Auto-
Regressive model(AR-model) which learns from past number
of packets and detects DoS attacks based on the number
of packets which is forecasted as normal state by the AR-
model, have already been proposed[10], [15]. In this paper,
it is assumed that the DoS attack can be detected by these
methods and the agents can obtain the traffic patterns which
are used for comparing their shapes.

In the rest of this section, the outline of each algorithm that
compares pattern shape in conventional tracing methods using
traffic patterns is described, and the problem of each algorithm
is verified.

B. Pattern Shape Comparison Algorithm Based on Correla-
tion Coefficient and Related Issues

The pattern shape comparison algorithm proposed in refer-
ence [10] calculates the correlation coefficient between output
pattern O and each input pattern Ii(i = 1, 2, · · · , n). Since the
correlation between output pattern O and each input pattern
I that takes part in DDoS attack tends to strengthen, the input
pattern with the correlation coefficient which is higher than
0.7, is judged as having a relation to DDoS attack. Note that
the correlation is strong in general. And, the link that the input
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Fig. 2. Outline of tracing method by correlation coefficient
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Fig. 3. Traceback success rate of conventional comparison algorithms

pattern passed is traced as an attack route. The correlation
coefficient r between output pattern O = (O1, O2, · · · , Om)
and a certain input pattern I = (I1, I2, · · · , Im) like Figure 2
is calculated as follows:

r =
1

m

∑m
i=1

(Ii − I)(Oi − O)

σIσO
(1)

where I and O are averages of data in each pattern, σO and
σI are standard deviations respectively.

However, when plural attack patterns are joined as DDoS
attacks, the output pattern shape is complicated. Therefore,
the correlation between output pattern and each input patterns
which take part in the DDoS attack weaken, and the coefficient
becomes small. As a result, tracing all DDoS attack routes
is difficult. Figure 3 shows traceback success rate of the
comparison algorithm based on correlation coefficient obtained
through traceback simulation similar to [11].

Thus, the pattern shape comparison algorithm that uses a
correlation coefficient has a problem of decreasing tracing
accuracy when the number of attack confluences increase.
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C. Pattern Shape Comparison Algorithm Based on Quadratic
Programming and Related Issues

The pattern shape comparison algorithm proposed in refer-
ence [11] assumes that the majority of output pattern of DDoS
attack is composed of certain percentage of each input patterns
that take part in the DDoS attack. The relation of I/O traffic is
formulated as a quadratic programming problem. The rate of
each input pattern included in the output pattern (Contribution
Rate) is guessed by solving this quadratic programming prob-
lem. Input pattern with high Contribution Rate is judged as
taking part in DDoS attack, and routes at which these patterns
are observed is traced as attack routes.

Contribution Rate ai(0 ≤ ai ≤ 1) shows the rate where
input Ii(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) flows to output O, the relation
between each input Ii and output O is shown as follows:

O =
n∑

i=1

aiIi + x (2)

where x is the difference between presumed input
∑n

i=1
aiIi

and output O, and it is shown by m dimension vector of
x = (x1, x2, · · · , xm).

Since DDoS attacks send a large amount of packets, unusu-
ally high volume of traffic is observed at links in the path
of attack traffic. Moreover, most of this attack traffic flow
to a specific output. Therefore major portion of the output
O is composed of only input patterns that take part in the
attack. Hence, difference x at DDoS attacks is considered to
be significantly smaller than output O. Therefore, Contribution
Rate ai(0 ≤ ai ≤ 1) that can be obtained when x becomes
small enough under expression (2), is presumed as rate that
each input Ii(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) flows to output O. This is a
quadratic programming problem of the minimizing function
(3) under the subject to condition (4).

Minimize Function |x|2 = x2
1 + x2

2 + · · · + x2
m (3)

Subject to Condition O =

n∑

i=1

aiIi + x (0 ≤ ai ≤ 1) (4)

The pattern, contribution rate ai of which obtained by solving
quadratic programming problem under expression (3) and (4)
is 0.5 or more, or in other words, the input pattern that
contributes 50% to output of the pattern O composition is
judged as having a relation to DDoS attacks .

The accuracy rates of trace methods using quadratic pro-
graming and correlation coefficient decline when the number
of confluent flows in an attack increase[11]. As the number
of confluent flows in an attack rise, the occurrence possibility
of instances, in which for minimum |x|, contribution rate of
attack traffic patterns become less than 0.5, is incremented.
Figure 3 shows traceback success rate of comparison algorithm
based on quadratic programming obtained through traceback
simulation similar to [11].

From the above, either tracing method using traffic patterns
have a common problem of tracing accuracy decrease when
the number of attack confluences increases.

III. PROPOSAL OF TRACING METHOD USING

INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS

Conventional tracing methods tend to be influenced by
traffic not taking part in the attack included in each pattern.
And, it is considered that tracing accuracy decreases because
the influence grows as the number of attack confluences in-
creases. In this section, a method of resolving traffic pattern to
plural independent patterns by using Independent Component
Analysis , and judging relation between each pattern and attack
from analysis of the result is proposed. A better accuracy
can be expected from the proposed method than conventional
methods for judging the relation to the attack by comparing
patterns directly.

A. Independent Component Analysis

Independent Component Analysis is a method for separating
observation signals formed by linear mixing of plural source
signals to plural independent signals. Now, n independent
source signals are shown as s = (s1, s2, · · · , sn). And,
Observed Signal x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn) is the mixture of
Source Signal s mixed by Mixing Matrix A = aij(i =
1, 2, · · · , n, j = 1, 2, · · · , n),as follows:

x = As (5)

Then, Independent Component Analysis presumes Mixing
Matrix A and Source Signal s. In the case of a model like
(5), the problem is to lead Separating Matrix W which makes
each element of ŝ independent mutually based on Observed
Signal x (6).

ŝ = Wx (6)

In (6), ŝ is n dimension vector and a presumption value of
s, and W is n × n matrix. In (6), ŝ is n dimension vector
and a presumption value of s, and W is n × n matrix. In
an ideal case, A−1 = W holds true. But, because A is an
unknown, W and A−1 are brought close by learning during
actual calculations.

Fast ICA algorithm[16] with the advantage about conver-
gence speed is used in this paper, though other algorithms of
Independent Component Analysis also exist. First, Observed
Signal x is preprocessed by ”Whitening” and ”Principal Com-
ponent Analysis” to calculate independent component, and the
presumption of an independent component is simplified. Next,
Separating Matrix W is calculated from signal x̃ obtained
by preprocessing x. In this step, a certain column vector
w is decided at random. And, w is updated by (7) until it
converges. Convergence means that the inner product between
wold before updating and wnew after updating is set to 1.

wnew = E{x̃(wT
oldx̃)3} − 3wold (7)

where E{x̃(wT
oldx̃)3} is the covariance of x̃(wT

oldx̃)3, and
wT is one of the row vectors of W . In order to make sure
the obtained independent component wT

1
x̃, wT

2
x̃, · · · , wT

n x̃

does not fall into the same extreme value, orthogonal vector
wi to w1, w2, · · · , wi−1 obtained previously, is calculated.
The algorithm finishes at i = n. Independent component ŝ is
calculated from W obtained finally.
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B. Independence of DoS Traffic Pattern

Each row vector of Mixing Matrix A obtained by ICA is
mutually orthogonal, when observation signals are mutually
independent. Then, the independence of the DoS attack traffic
pattern and the normal pattern is examined by using this
character. The independence between DoS attack traffic pattern
and normal traffic pattern is investigated with simple models
of DoS attack traffic patterns and normal traffic patterns like
Figure 4. In Figure 4, SD is a scale of the DoS attack
traffic, SN is the mean of the amount of normal traffic, TD

is the length of the DoS attack traffic pattern, and TA is
the total length of the normal traffic pattern. From the traffic
pattern of TCP packets distributed by ”The Internet Traffic
Archive”[18], the pattern at a time duration TA is randomly
selected, and assigned as the normal traffic pattern. To examine
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the independence between the DoS attack pattern and the
normal traffic pattern of the above-mentioned model, the angle
between each row vectors of Mixing Matrix A is investigated.
TR(= TD

TA
), and SR(= SD

SN
) are parameters. When the DoS attack

traffic pattern and the normal traffic pattern of the above-
mentioned model are analyzed with ICA, Mixing Matrix A
becomes 2 × 2 matrix. The angle between two row vectors
of A is shown in Figure 5 as a function of TR. Each value
is a mean value of 100 different pairs of the normal traffic
pattern and the DoS attack traffic pattern. In Figure 5, the
value of angle ranges from about 60◦ to 90◦. Consequently,
it is considered that the DoS attack traffic pattern is a pattern
with a strong independence in ICA.

However, when DoS attacks occur, the pattern actually
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observed is a mixture of DoS traffic and normal traffic. Hence,
if SR is small, the shape of the DoS attack traffic pattern of
the model like the above-mentioned is not observed. Then, the
independence of the normal traffic pattern including the DoS
attack traffic pattern, and the original normal traffic pattern is
investigated. The angle between two row vectors of A is shown
in Figure 6 as a function of SR. Figure 6 shows that the angle
between the DoS attack pattern and the normal traffic pattern
grows as SR increases. Therefore, it is considered that a large-
scale DoS attack traffic pattern has strong independence from
the normal traffic pattern.

Therefore, it can be regarded that there is a relation between
DoS attack and input traffic pattens of each link, by evaluating
the inclusion of the independent pattern, which is not included
in past normal traffic patterns in input and output patterns.

C. DDoS Attack Route Judging Algorithm

A method of judging the relation to the attack by comparing
traffic patterns using Independent Component Analysis is
proposed. In the proposal method, output pattern O at DDoS
attack and input pattern I observed in a input link at the same
time is acquired. Moreover, from the past pattern observed in
the input link, plural patterns of length equal to DDoS attack
continuance time are acquired as Sample Patterns to define a
normal state of becoming the criterion of relevance between O

and I. By applying Independent Component Analysis to these,
Independent Components (IC) which compose observed pat-
terns, and Mixing Matrix A which is the mixing ratio of IC

are obtained. At the following, the elements of the Mixing
Matrix A is called as Independent Component Score, and
analyze them. Table I shows an example of obtained Indepen-
dent Component Scores by applying Independent Component
Analysis to patterns at DDoS attack in a certain link generated
through simulation. Scores of O, I, and each Isample in
Table I are judged by following expressions.

dave−2dstd <d → Judge as Normal Route (8)

d≤dave−2dstd → Judge as Attack Route (9)

where d is Euclidean distance between O and I, dave is
the mean value of Euclidean distance between O and each
Isample, and dstd is the standard deviation of those distances.
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TABLE I
AN EXAMPLE OF INDEPENDENT COMPONENT SCORES OF EACH

PATTERN

IC1 IC2 IC3 IC4 IC5 · · ·

O -1235 154 -1076 -411 -4105 · · ·

I -921 43 -790 -265 -3369 · · ·

Isample1 152 -201 309 109 -1297 · · ·

Isample2 147 377 115 48 -212 · · ·

...
...

...
...

...
...

. . .

Because Independent Component Scores of I which takes part
in DoS attack become nearer to the Scores of O than those of
each Isample, d tends to take a value which is smaller than
Euclidean distance between O and each Isample. Therefore,
it is judged by above expressions. When Euclidean distance d
is extremely small compared to the Independent Component
Scores between O and each Isample, it is interpreted that I

has a relation to the attack. All input links are judged by above-
mentioned method. Threshold dave - 2dstd is set depending
on Chebyshev’s inequality that 75% of data exists within the
range of dave ± 2dstd in any distribution.

All links connected with a branch point are individually
judged by the above-mentioned algorithm. A link judged to
have the relevance to the attack is traced to next branch point
which to the link connects, and, in the branch point, tracing is
carried out by the same algorithm. Finally, a network where
DoS attack traffic is generated or the internal host of the
network is identified.

IV. SIMULATION

In this section, traffic patterns at DDoS attack are modeled
and simulated, and tracing accuracy of the proposed method
is compared with two conventional methods.

A. Simulation Model

In this paper, tracing DDoS attack in which more than
one DoS attacks confluence is considered as our target. The
network branch point shown as Figure 8 is used in our
simulation. The total number of links is 21. Using two conven-
tional methods and the proposed method, the relation is found
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between the patterns observed in 20 input links and 1 output
link during DDoS attack. For all the links, from the pattern
observed during each unit of observation time Δt of the traffic
observed in a certain local network in one day, the pattern at
a time duration T which is equal to the length of attack is
selected randomly, and assign it as the normal traffic as shown
in Figure 9. Here, Δt=10[sec] and T=600[sec] are assigned.
Considering the report which says that the length span of DoS
attack is usually 300 seconds[10], and also considering the
chances that the patterns of DDoS attacks confluent with some
delay, the length of DDoS attack T is 600 [sec]. In addition
to the normal traffic generated this way, for the patterns of k
input links where DoS attacks occur, it is considered that the
same scale of normal traffic assigned, to be the traffic pattern
of the DoS attack. Moreover, for the sample patterns that are
required in the proposed method, patterns from the pattern just
before the pattern considered an attack are selected. Then the
patterns at lengths T consecutively is extracted and assigned
as the sample patterns. Probabilities of normal input patterns
being judged as being related to the attack (False Positive), and
of the attack-related input patterns being judged as not being
related to the attack (False Negative), change depending on the
number of sample patterns. For this reason, it is necessary to
fix the number of patterns to a proper value. In this simulation,
the value in which the sum of False Positives and False
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Negatives was minimum are found out, and set it to 10.
Moreover, regarding the traffic flow in the simulation, it is

considered that the normal traffic in each link splits and flows
to the links beside itself, all the attack traffics in each link flow
to the output O, and at each output O, the traffic where k(2 ≤
k ≤ 20) attacks confluent, is observed. For the confluence of
attack traffics, taking the time when the first attack is observed
in a certain link as the reference, it is considered that the
attacks in other links occur and confluent to the first one within
5 minutes.

B. Performance Comparison with Conventional Tracing Meth-
ods

Each tracing method is applied to the pattern generated
through the simulation described in the previous subsection,
and compared each performance. When a pattern containing
attack traffic is judged to have relation to the attack, or a
pattern which doesn’t contain attack traffic is judged as not
having relation to the attack, a judgment of the input link to
which pattern is observed is defined to have succeeded. Under
this definition, the number k of attack confluences is changed
from 2 to 20, and perform 100 simulations respectively. And,
the tracing accuracy is evaluated by the ratio of the link
which succeeds in the judgment. In a word, tracing accuracy
is evaluated by the following expression:

TracingAccuracy =
LinksJudgedCorrectly

JudgedLinks

= 1 −
FPs + FNs

JudgedLinks
(10)

Figure 10 shows performance of each tracing method to
change in number k of attack confluence. As shown in Figure
10(b) and Figure 10(c), False negative rate of the proposed
method is greatly lower though false positive rate is a little
higher compared to two conventional methods. The tracing
accuracy of the proposed method is the highest when many
attacks confluence. About this reason, it is considered that the
proposed method is not influenced easily by attack traffic from
other links and normal traffic, because the proposed method
separates patterns and judges the relation to DDoS attack.
From this character, it can be said that the proposed method
can trace DDoS attacks with higher accuracy.

C. Performance to other DoS shape

In [19], other types of DoS attacks have been examined.
The DoS attack decreases the throughput by intermittent traffic
pulses causing TCP congestion control. The feature of this
DoS is to decrease throughput by the traffic of the minimum
requirement. The shape of such DoS attack traffic pattern
becomes different from that of the above-mentioned flooding
type DoS. Then, the tracing accuracy is compared against
pulse type DoS attacks through simulations. The network
branch point and the setting of each parameter in the sim-
ulation are similar to 4.1. Moreover, the number of pulses that
each attack input pattern contains is set at random between 1
and 30(= T

2Δt ). These pulses are transmitted at proper interval.

Figure 11 shows performance of each tracing method for
pulse type DoS attack. The tracing accuracy of the proposed
method is higher than those of conventional methods when
many pulse type DoS attacks confluence. However, the overall
tracing accuracy lower than that in case of flooding type DoS.
This cause is considered that the pattern does not become
unique shape easily, because the traffic of the pulse type DoS
attack is less than that of the flood type DoS attack.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As one of the measures against DoS attack, there are some
methods for tracing it using traffic pattern. Because these
conventional methods directly use the pattern shapes as the
criterion for tracing, accurate tracing is difficult when many
attacks confluence and make the pattern shape complicated.

Next, the independence of DoS attack traffic pattern is
examined from the result of ICA, and found out that DoS
attack traffic patterns have strong independence from normal
traffic patterns. And a method to trace DoS traffic patterns
using ICA is proposed, and shown through simulation that
this method can carry out tracing with higher accuracy even
when the input and output patterns are complicated.

In this simulation, because patterns assigned as sample
patterns have little short-term traffic characteristic change, it
has been able to define normal state well. However, in the
link into which traffic characteristic greatly changes rapidly
during the short term, sample patterns cannot define normal
state well, and there is a possibility that tracing accuracy
decreases when tracing by the proposed method using such
sample patterns. Therefore, the examination of the influence
of the sample pattern is lest as a future work.
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